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Instant relief for back issue problems.

Alfred Jaeger, Inc., your one source for back volumes in all subject disciplines.

Our comprehensive inventory is sure to include the exact material you need from all over the world. That's why we've been a primary source for libraries for 40 years. Simply send us your list of requirements and we'll respond promptly. Come visit our homepage at the address www.ajaeger.com. By the way, we'll also be glad to purchase your duplicate copies.

So for instant relief of back issue problems, Jaeger is the prescription. Contact us today. Write or call Toll Free 1-800-969-JAGR.

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.

66 Austin Boulevard
Commack, NY 11725
Phone (516) 543-1500
Fax (516) 543-1537
http://www.ajaeger.com

Gentlemen: Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

Name
Title
Company/Facility
Address
City State Zip
Phone
Fax
Blackwell’s Book Services is committed to excellence in bookselling, cataloging quality, and a wide variety of associated book processing services, tailored to the needs of academic and research libraries worldwide.

Contact mktg@blackwell.com, 1-800-547-6426, http://www.blackwell.com
LASTING RELATIONSHIPS ARE BUILT ON TRUST.
HAVING AN EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCT LINE
DOESN'T HURT, EITHER.

For years, Faxon has earned your trust through a commitment to personal service along with products, services, and systems that help your library access and manage your print and electronic collections.

Subscription Depot
Provides web-based control of serials acquisition needs anytime, anywhere. Handles all serials transactions, including orders, claims, payment history. Delivers quick access to the current bibliographic and financial data for more than 200,000 titles.

License Depot™
Helps eliminate the frustrations of e-journal licensing and registration. Provides immediate web-based access to electronic journal licensing and registration terms and conditions. Gives you instant access to data about 5,000 plus journal titles.

kStore
Internet-based service for managing knowledge resources from the end-user's desktop.

Information Quest
Simplifies e-journal management from selection to access. Provides desktop access and delivery of full image content from over 2,500 online journals.

Serials Update Service (SUS)
Convenient, searchable database provides daily up-to-the-minute access to bibliographic and/or order changes to serial titles.

For more information, call your Faxon sales representative at 1-800-766-0039 ext. 503.

VISIT BOOTH 509 at ALA MIDWINTER

WHERE MUCH IS GAINED AND NOTHING IS LOST.

rowecom™
Academic Services
www.faxon.com  www.rowe.com
Consider the source

There's no doubt that technology is changing the way libraries work, and we're making sure it works in your favor. We've taken the three industry standards, Books In Print®, Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory®, and Literary Market Place™ to the Web, so now you can click open the world with our unrivaled, up-to-date information for greater convenience than ever before.

click open the world™...
and discover all the options available in the all new booksinprint.com™ 2000, ulrichsw.com™, and literarymarketplace.com™. Offering navigational ease and extremely friendly interfaces, our sleek new Web-based platforms will give you the information you need faster, easier, and with more frequent updates than ever before.

...or go by the book
if you prefer your data in book or CD-ROM form, those media are still available, too, complete with all the features that have made Bowker the number one source for libraries for more than 128 years.

www.booksinprint.com
The definitive source for unbiased bibilographic data
• more than 3 million records
• more than 350,000 full-text reviews
• audio and video records
• out-of-print books
• stock availability from major suppliers
• direct searching on file of our 300,000 publishers, distributors, and wholesalers
• author biographies
• over 300 book, audio, and video awards

www.ulrichsw.com
The locator you trust
• nearly 250,000 serials, periodicals, annuals, and newspapers
• 8,000 reviews from Magazines for Libraries and Library Journal
• updated monthly
• over 59,000 e-mail addresses
• over 54,000 URLs
• A&I availability
• document delivery services

www.literarymarketplace.com
The bible of book publishing
• a comprehensive, organized database of everyone and everything in the business worldwide—from publishers, agents, and ad agencies to associations, distributors, and events
• includes International Literary Market Place™
• regular updates
• hotlinks to publishers' Web sites

Bowker
click open the world™
1-888-BOWKER2 (1-888-269-5372)
How fast can ACS Web Edition subscribers access new articles online?

[As Soon As Publishable]

that fast

With Articles ASAP™ (Articles As Soon As Publishable), ACS Web Edition subscribers can access fully accepted articles within 48 hours of final author approval—in both HTML and PDF full-text formats—two weeks to three months before appearing in print. And with ASAP Alerts—ACS Publications’ FREE e-mail alerting service—you can receive notice of new articles posted to the ACS Web Editions of your choice—on a daily or weekly basis.

All ACS Web Editions feature Reference Linking from article references to the relevant CAS Abstract and bibliographic information. Go to http://pubs.acs.org/relink to try this feature for yourself.

ACS® WEB EDITIONS

Know it Now!

http://pubs.acs.org
You can. With the ProQuest Digital Vault™ an aggressive and massive effort to place our immense information archive online. Starting with early English books from as far back as 1475. Magazines from their very first print. Full-runs of newspapers and periodicals complete with image, text, graphs, charts, and photos, all in their original context. 5.5 billion pages in all. With easy search tools to find exactly what you’re looking for. Quite simply, it’s the world’s most extensive archive of historically significant texts and periodicals available. And it’s all yours. www.proquest.com.
“A moment’s thinking is an hour in words.”

THOMAS HOOD (1798-1845)

Change your thinking

axiom.iop.org
designed for the way you search

Institute of Physics Publishing
Now, the #1 best-selling McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology will be available on the Internet:

- Daily updates to the full contents of the Encyclopedia
- Research Updates detailing the impact of recent science developments (formerly Yearbook Articles)
- Breaking science news stories with links throughout the site to help users understand important events
- Over 2,000 biographies of scientists, all linked to Encyclopedia content

You can find it all in one place—AccessScience@McGraw-Hill.
A world of information and understanding. In new reference sources from Oxford.

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt
Donald B. Redford, editor-in-chief

Synthesizing centuries of scholarship, The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt is the most comprehensive and authoritative reference source of its kind. Covering more than 5,000 years of history, the Encyclopedia not only surveys in detail the archaeological record, it also features articles by leading experts on every aspect of Egyptian life—from life in desert towns and the courts of the Pharaohs to art, architecture, religion, literature, language, politics, and the extraordinary legacy of a spectacular civilization.

April 2000 • Three volumes • 600 articles
Photographs, maps, and other illustrations
Cross-references, bibliographies, index
0-19-510234-7
$365 until 4/30/00; $450 after

Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls
Lawrence H. Schiffman and James C. VanderKam, editors-in-chief

Here in two volumes is the definitive guide to the greatest religious discovery of the century. Featuring 450 original articles by distinguished contributors from many fields of learning, the Encyclopedia brings together what we know about the scrolls discovered in the Judean desert—from their historical background to the many interpretations and analyses of the texts, and their significance for Judaism and Christianity.

February 2000 • Two volumes • 450 articles
Cross references, bibliographies, index
0-19-500850-0
$225 until 3/31/00; $295 after

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
198 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
1-800-451-7556 • www.oup.com
Hallelujah!


For more information call 800.221.2123, ext.203
Or visit our website: www.grovemusic.com

The New Grove II turns the page on music history.

Selected by Library Journal as one of the Top 50 Sources for the Millennium.
Announcing the definitive reference source.
Coming in March from the American Psychological Association
and Oxford University Press.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
PSYCHOLOGY

Alan E. Kazdin, Editor in Chief

After more than an extraordinary century
of growth, the science of psychology at last
has a reference source that helps define
the study of mind and behavior. Here
in eight volumes is the definitive guide to every area
of psychological theory, research, and practice.

The product of a unique collaboration between the
American Psychological Association and Oxford
University Press, the Encyclopedia of Psychology is a
state-of-the-art synthesis of classic and contemporary
knowledge. In 1,500 original articles, written by
distinguished experts from many fields of study, the
Encyclopedia gives shape to a richly diverse science—
and offers unequalled access to its concepts, theories,
methods, findings, major figures, schools of
thought, institutions, and emerging areas of interest.

Comprehensive, authoritative, and easy to use, the
Encyclopedia of Psychology takes the full measure of
the field—and makes its distinctive contributions to
the understanding of mind and behavior accessible
to the widest possible audience. It will be the
standard information, research, and reference source
for many years to come.

SPECIAL PREPUBLICATION OFFER—SAVE $170
$825.00 the set until March 31, 2000; $995.00 after

For more information, a complete prospectus, or to place your order, please contact either:

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
750 First Street, NE, Washington, DC 20002
1 800 364 2731
www.apa.org • order@apa.org

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Dept. RAO
198 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
1 800 751 4556 • www.oup.com • rao@oup-usa.org
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BIG BOOKS ON BIG SUBJECTS

AWARD WINNER

Booklist Editors' Choice 1999 - Reference

The Great Archaeologists
Two Volumes
Tim Murray, Editor

"The essays, which average 12 pages in length, are remarkably readable. Most feature extensive bibliographies. Informed readers will find much they will enjoy and recognize related to Egyptian, Mayan, British megalithic, and U.S. southwestern studies and will gain a tremendous amount of new knowledge on antiquarian endeavors of the sixteenth century up through modern scientific techniques. The detailed index offers a variety of access points."

Reference Books Bulletin/Booklist, January 2000

October 1999 950pp. ISBN 1-57607-199-5 Item No. ML-BIOARC 7x10 $150.00 (set)

FROM SUFFRAGE TO THE SENATE
AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN WOMEN IN POLITICS
Two Volumes

Suzanne O'Dea Schenken
FOREWORD BY ANN W. RICHARDS

December 1999 923pp. ISBN 0-87436-960-6 Item No. AD-AMWOPC 7x10 $150.00 (set)

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GENOCIDE
Two Volumes

Israel W. Charny, Editor in Chief

FOREWORDS BY ARCHBISHOP DESMOND TUTU AND SIMON WIESENTHAL

December 1999 718pp. ISBN 0-87436-928-2 Item No. AD-EGENC 7x10 $175.00 (set)

FORTHCOMING

History and Discoveries
Three Volumes

October 2000 ca. 1,800pp. ISBN 1-57607-198-7 Item No. ML-ENARCC 7x10 $275.00 Prepublishation $247.50 (set)

ABC CLIO

130 Cremona Drive, P.O. box 1911 Santa Barbara, CA 93116-1911 Fax: (805) 685-9685 E-mail: sales@abc-clio.com

800-368-6868 abc-clio.com
When you call to place an order, Ellen promises service with a smile. (Even if you can’t see it.)

WE MAKE ORDERING CONVENIENT BY GIVING YOU OPTIONS. ORDER BY PHONE, FAX, MAIL, OR OVER THE INTERNET.

Ellen has been helping our customers place their orders for over 10 years. She even knows many of them just by the sound of their voices. Like the rest of us at Emery-Pratt, she enjoys getting to know customers and helping them anyway she can. She answers questions about new books, helps them locate hard-to-find titles, and writes up every order to the customer’s exact specifications. And once, when a long-time customer from Virginia jokingly asked Ellen to send her some Michigan snow, Ellen put paper shreds in an envelope marked “snow seeds” and dropped them in her shipment of books (no extra charge).

Call us today. We’ll help you anyway we can.

Emery-Pratt

Book Distributors since 1873
1966 W. Main St., Owosso, MI 48867-1397
Phone (toll-free) 1 800 762-5683
Fax (toll-free) 1 800 523-6379
E-mail: mail@emery-pratt.com
Internet: www.emery-pratt.com

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE TO SEARCH FOR BOOKS, PLACE ORDERS, AND MUCH MORE.

THE NICEST PEOPLE IN THE BOOK BUSINESS
It's Super Millennium GOBI!

- Year 2000 Compliant
- Full U.S./U.K. Integration
- 2,000,000 English-Language Titles
- Expanded Management Reporting
- Advanced Collection Development Tools

Please join us at ALA Midwinter for YBP Library Services' 5th annual GOBI Users Group Meeting
Sunday, January 16, 2000
4:30-5:30 p.m.
A reception will follow from 5:30-7:00 p.m.
[Location information will be available at the conference]
Also, be sure to stop by YBP's booth #1114
and Lindsay & Howes' booth #1214

GOBI™ (Global Online Bibliographic Information), is YBP Library Services' online, interactive database, acquisitions, and collection management tool.

To learn more about GOBI, GobiLink, GobiSelect, GobiSmart, GobiTween, and other YBP services, visit our web page at http://www.ybp.com or call us at (800) 258-3774.

Thanks for a wonderful 1999 and best wishes for a very happy and exciting 2000!

lindsayandhowes
U.K. Office
Lindsay & Howes Booksellers
Godalming, Surrey, England

YBP
Headquarters
YBP Library Services
Contoocook, New Hampshire, USA

A Baker & Taylor Company
Save more than 20% with online journal subscriptions

In 2000, AIP is offering online subscriptions for 20% off the print price! Libraries outside the U.S. will save even more, as there are no shipping costs associated with our online editions. In addition, you may now subscribe to any of the 14 AIP-distributed Russian translation journals online. Electronic access has never before been available for many of these journals, and now you can receive an online subscription for about 1/3 off the price of print.

Stretch your budget — save up to 50% with combination subscriptions

To help you address the increasing pressures on serials budgets, AIP now offers an expanded variety of combination subscriptions—including online combinations. By ordering a combination package, you may find — as have many libraries — that you can reduce your subscription costs while adding titles to your collection. AIP offers 13 different packages, with savings that range from $51 to $27,226.

Save with standing order plans on AIP Conference Proceedings

AIP Conference Proceedings record the latest breakthroughs presented at scientific meetings, workshops, and symposia worldwide, and provide access to new discoveries well before traditional journals. Standing order customers receive each new Proceedings promptly upon publication, ensuring even faster access for their patrons. Now, four standing order plans are available for libraries with more specialized collections. They give your patrons an advance look at research in these important disciplines:

- accelerators, beams, and instrumentation
- astronomy and astrophysics
- high energy physics
- plasma physics

For comments, questions, or inquiries on any AIP product, call us at 516-576-2411 or e-mail mktg@aip.org.

AIP JOURNALS
- Applied Physics Letters
- Chaos
- Journal of Applied Physics
- The Journal of Chemical Physics
- Journal of Mathematical Physics
- Physics of Fluids
- Physics of Plasmas
- Review of Scientific Instruments

AIP TRANSLATION JOURNALS
- Acoustical Physics
- Astronomy Letters
- Astronomy Reports
- Crystallography Reports
- Doklady Physics
- JETP Letters
- Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Physics
- Low Temperature Physics
- Physics of Atomic Nuclei
- Plasma Physics Reports
- Physics of the Solid State
- Semiconductors
- Technical Physics
- Technical Physics Letters

2 Huntington Quadrangle • Suite 1N01 • Melville, NY 11747
USE THE WEB TO MANAGE YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS.

EBSCONET® lets you use the power and convenience of the World Wide Web to manage your subscriptions, regardless of their format. Search, order and claim from EBSCO's database of more than 260,000 serial title listings. Generate serials management reports online, process renewals, e-mail your Customer Service Representative and more. All from one Web site, by clicking a few buttons at your desktop. For more information, go to www.ebsco.com.

EBSCO SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES
A part of the EBSCO Information Services group.

http://www.ebsco.com
(205) 991-6600 • Fax (205) 995-1636
P.O. Box 1943 • Birmingham, AL 35201-1943
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Are you ready for the year 2000?
We are.

So join us in a new era of health science information!

A tradition of personalized service. A commitment to tomorrow's scientific advances. You'll find both and more at Rittenhouse Book Distributors. With Rittenhouse, you'll discover one-stop access to the most authoritative and informative text, CD-ROM, and on-line products from more than 300 health science publishers!

**Rittenhouse works with you...**
- Superior Customer Service assures your order of the personal attention it deserves.
- On-Line and Web-Based Ordering makes getting the titles you need easier than ever.
- Special Discount Programs let you save big on the titles you need most.
- Same Day Shipping and Order Fulfillment puts top titles in your hands quickly.
- Customized Statistical Reporting includes recall/out-of-print lists and back order status reports.

**To make your job even easier, Rittenhouse delivers...**
- Approval Plans
- OCLC PromptCat® Service
- Series and Standing Order Plans
- Author Affiliation Notification Service
- Web-Based Ordering

**Y2K compliance ensures uninterrupted service!**

Make Rittenhouse your official book distributor for the new millennium!

RITTENHOUSE
distributing information for the 21st century

511 Feheley Drive • King of Prussia, PA 19406 • Phone: (800) 345 6425 • Fax: (600) 23 7488
Email: customer.service@rittenhouse.com • World Wide Web: http://www.rittenhouse.com
EDI: (800) 358 9318 • On-Line: (800) 372 2565
Creating Site License Solutions

The Perfect Solution Is Waiting For You Call Today!

Essential New Titles
Special Discounts Apply When You Increase Your Current Number of Subscriptions. Call Toll-free 800.523.8635 ext. 1 in USA/CAN to order

Annual Review of Biomedical Engineering
Volume 1, August 1999

Annual Review of Genomics and Human Genetics
Volume 1, July 2000

Annual Review of Political Science
Volume 2, June 1999

Priority Order Code: JA-ATG2.1

For a Custom Site License Agreement or Consortium Pricing, Contact:

Andrea Lopez
Site License Account Manager
800.523.8635 ext. 647 in USA/CAN
650.843.6647 Worldwide
650.424.0910 fax
alojpez@annualreviews.org

Visit www.AnnualReviews.org for standard or single-site license pricing

www.AnnualReviews.org

"These are high quality publications offered at reasonable prices."

Garrett Eastman Librarian Rowland Institute for Science, Cambridge, MA
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Mergers and Acquisitions 101

Back to School!? Again??

It’s simply a fact. Mergers can have a profound effect on your acquisition department. Many things can change — pricing structures, the people you normally deal with, the ordering process. It can be as confusing as your first day on campus.

Since 1962, the Book House has maintained steady and solid growth by expanding on superior service and a solid foundation.

So, if you don’t want to “start over” or if you don’t have time to “wait and see if you like the new instructor,” call the Book House — where it’s business as usual.

the BOOK HOUSE INC.
Since 1962
Contact us today!
Phone: (800) 248-1146
Fax: (800) 858-9716
e-mail: thinfo@thebookhouse.com
www.thebookhouse.com

Jobbers serving libraries with any book in print.
AMR is among the most widely used engineering journals in research collections around the world.

For over fifty years, Applied Mechanics Reviews (AMR), has enabled researchers and practicing engineers to manage the flow of technical information. AMR features abstracts from 475 international journals, book reviews, retrospectives, and review articles surveying the current literature and analyzing recent trends.

NEW In 2000! Free access to online database

Starting in June 2000, an AMR subscription will include free access to the AMR online bibliographic database containing the full archive of article abstracts dating back to 1989.

Beginning in January 2001, the journal will be published every other month. The newly-designed AMR will offer an expanded selection of articles and reviews in print with online access to the Archive of Journal Literature. This database will be updated monthly with the latest abstracts as had previously been available in print. In its new combined bimonthly print and online format, AMR will continue to be a resource for researchers and reflect the knowledge, experience, and wisdom of leading engineers and researchers in industry, government, and academia.

Order Information
One year AMR subscription
ISSN: 0003-6900
$563

Mail
ASME, 22 Law Drive, Box 2900,
Fairfield, NJ 07007-2900

Phone
U.S. and Canada: 800-843-2763
Mexico: 95-800-843-2763
Outside No. America: 973-882-1167

Fax
973-882-1717

Email
infocentral@asme.org

Request an evaluation copy!

http://www.asme.org/pubs/amr
KluwerOnline

Kluwer's Journals on the World Wide Web

- full-text PDF files — including figures, tables, and high-resolution images — of all articles (from 1997) from over 500 journals
- easy, no-maintenance access via one-time domain-name/IP range registration: no IDs or password required
- full search capabilities allow cross-holdings look-up from one search page
- take electronic access to only the journals you want (no bundling requirements)
- single-site, multi-site, or consortial licenses available
- access directly through Kluwer, or your regular subscription agent
- includes over 200 journals formerly published by Chapman and Hall and Plenum Publishing

http://www.kluweronline.nl

Partners
Blackwell's
(800) 221-3306
www.blackwells.com
RoweCom, Inc.
(800) 422-3223
www.rowecom.com
OCLC
(800) 848-5878
www.oclc.org
Swets & Zeitlinger Inc.
(800) 445-SWETS
www.swetsnet.com
EBSCO
(800) 635-8604
www.ebsco.com

Americas
Kluwer Academic Publishers
101 Philip Drive
Assinippi Park
Norwell, MA 02061
Tel: (781) 681-0501
Fax: (781) 871-6528
email: adam.chesler@wkap.com

Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia
Kluwer Academic Publishers
Spuiboulevard 50
3311 GR Dordrecht
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 78 6392 213
Fax: +31 78 6392 323
e-mail: jan.hattink@wkap.nl

Kluwer academic publishers
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MIDWEST
LIBRARY SERVICE

from Gutenberg to McLuhan,
Galileo to galaxies—
We cover a universe of books.

PROMPTLY
From major new titles to the obscure “black hole,”
we waste no time.

ACCURATELY
From invoices to status reports, we get it right.

COMPLETELY
From first shipment to completion,
we offer maximum fulfillment.

COMPETITIVELY
From trade discounts to short, we give you your money’s worth.

These four pillars form the foundation of Midwest’s many years of service
to libraries. Depend on us as your source for U.S. and Canadian books.
Save valuable time, effort, and expense by relying on our:

- Expertise in automation services
- Exacting customer service
- Commitment to excellence
- Goal of maximum fulfillment

Call on us for  ■ Firm Orders  ■ Standing Orders
■ Approval Programs  ■ Technical Support Services

Midwest Library Service

11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789  ■ USA
800-325-8833  ■ 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009